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Productivity at your fingertips
DELL PRO WIRELESS KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
KM5221W

All-day productivity
Enhance your all-day productivity with this RF 2.4GHz wireless full-sized keyboard and mouse. Programmable keys and scroll wheel allow you to gain quick access to your frequently used shortcuts. The native 1600 DPI mouse offers preset DPIs of up to 4000 adjustable via the Dell Peripheral Manager, offering accurate tracking across a wide range of display resolutions.

Work in comfort
Work with one of the quietest wireless keyboards whether on a conference call or in proximity with others. Symmetrically designed, the wireless mouse is great for both left and right-handed users. Tilt legs on the keyboard offer two adjustable angles so you can choose your preferred typing position.

Superb reliability
Built to last, this wireless keyboard and mouse combo has one of the industry’s leading battery lives at up to 36 months.1 Dell Advanced Exchange Service2 offers you added peace of mind, shipping you a replacement the next business day during your 3-year Limited Hardware Warranty3 period. Rigorous testing allows your combo to work perfectly with your Dell systems.

1 Based on Dell analysis of battery life usage model calculations, Nov. 2020. Results vary depending on use, operating conditions and other factors.
2 Replacement part/unit dispatched, if needed, following completion of phone/online diagnosis. Fee charged for failure to return defective unit. Availability varies.
3 For a copy of the Limited Hardware Warranty, write to Dell USA LP, Attn: Warranties, One Dell Way, Round Rock, TX 78682 or see dell.com/warranty.
Combining a discretely powerful keyboard with an expertly designed mouse, the Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard and Mouse combo enhances your productivity. Powered by one of the industry’s leading battery lives of up to 36 months\(^1\), this combo is built to last.

128-bit AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) encryption on keyboard helps protect your data transmission across your PCs and devices, providing you with a secure connection while typing.

Advanced Exchange Service gets you a replacement combo shipped the next business day should your existing one become faulty within the 3-year warranty period.\(^2\)

**Tested and certified to work seamlessly with Dell systems**

**Easy to use with either hand**

---

\(^1\) Based on Dell analysis of battery life usage model calculations, Nov. 2020. Results vary depending on use, operating conditions and other factors.

\(^2\) Replacement part/unit dispatched, if needed, following completion of phone/online diagnosis. Fee charged for failure to return defective unit. Availability varies.
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FEATURE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

MODEL  Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM5221W
COLOR  Black
CONNECTIVITY  Wireless - 2.4GHz
BATTERY LIFE  36 months

OS SUPPORT  2.4GHz
- Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 and 11; Mac; Linux (Red Hat Enterprise 8.0 /
  Ubuntu 18.4); Chrome; Android OS

Dell Peripheral Manager
- Windows 10 and Windows 11

SOFTWARE  Dell Peripheral Manager (Windows compatible)
- Pair devices
- Program shortcut buttons
- Adjust DPI
- View battery/connectivity status
- Firmware updates

WARRANTY  3-year Advanced Exchange Service

PACKAGE CONTENT  Keyboard & Mouse
USB Receiver
Batteries (Keyboard 2 x AAA / Mouse 1 x AA)
Documentation

SENSOR  Mouse
Optical LED

SCROLL  Mechanical

RESOLUTION (DPI)  1600 by default; Adjustable via DPM - 1000, 1600, 2400, 4000

BUTTONS  3 (Middle click is programmable)

DIMENSIONS  Height: 1.53 inches / 38.8 mm
Length: 4.54 inches / 115.32 mm
Width: 2.44 inches / 61.96 mm

WEIGHT (WITHOUT BATTERIES)  0.15 lbs / 65 g

Typing Mechanism  Keyboard
Plunger keys

Programmable Keys  F1-F12

Multimedia Keys  6 Multimedia Keys (Vol+, Vol-, Speaker Mute, Play/Pause, Forward, Backward)

Tilt Adjustment  5° / 9°

DIMENSIONS  Height: 1.34 inches / 34 mm
Length: 17.05 inches / 433 mm
Width: 4.85 inches / 123 mm

WEIGHT (WITHOUT BATTERIES)  0.88 lbs / 400 g

Security  128-bit AES encryption

Product availability varies by country. Contact your Dell representative or visit Dell.com to learn more.

1 Based on Dell analysis of battery life usage model calculations, Nov. 2020. Results vary depending on use, operating conditions and other factors.
2 Replacement part/unit dispatched, if needed, following completion of phone/online diagnosis. Fee charged for failure to return defective unit. Availability varies.
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